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Company Name: __________________ 

 
Getting Started on SampleENV 

The SampleServe Environmental Field App 
 
STEP 1- Select Portfolio & Team (30-Mins) Date:    /   /   Time:       . 
In this session, the goal is to define the mission, the objectives, and the team. We will identify 
the project(s) to be included in the portfolio, select the team members, assign and clarify roles 
for individuals, select the lab(s), procure needed hardware, and timelines/sample date(s). 

❏ Select Team: Assign Project Manager(s) and assign Field Technician(s). We will also 
identify and pair you with your SampleServe solution pathway onboarding coach. 

❏ SampleServe Coach _________________ 
❏ Project Manager _________________ 
❏ Project Manager _________________ 
❏ Field Tech ______________________ 
❏ Field Tech ______________________ 
❏ Field Tech ______________________ 
❏ _______________________ 
❏ _______________________ 

❏ Select Client(s): It’s a good idea to let your client know that you are applying a new 
solution that will improve your efficiency and save them money. It’s actually a good 
selling point to show your clients that you are innovative and always looking at new ways 
and new techniques to save time and money.  

❏ Client ________________ 
❏ Client ________________ 
❏ Client ________________ 

❏ Select Projects: It’s generally better to evaluate the efficacy of the SampleServe 
software product on multiple projects as there is increased efficiency with multiple 
projects. The first project is a learning process, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th projects become 
more efficient because of the learning and speed increases that occur with repetition. 

❏ Project _____________________ 
❏ Project _____________________ 
❏ Project _____________________ 
❏ Project _____________________ 
❏ _______________ 
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❏ _______________ 

❏ Identify Regulatory Jurisdiction/Criteria (State, Country, etc.): In some of the reports 
generated, site data is compared to published clean-up criteria for the particular 
jurisdiction. We will want to assure that all applicable chemicals and exposure pathway 
criteria are entered, up to date and available in the SampleServe system prior to project 
implementation. 

❏ State _______________________ 
❏ State _______________________ 

❏ Select Laboratory: Laboratory participation is not required but the process is more 
efficient with lab participation. If your lab is not already participating, it’s suggested that 
you make the lab aware that you will be using a new sampling software system. All lab 
documents (chain-of-custodies) can be turned into paper documents quickly and easily 
so if labs are not currently participating, labs can simply do manual data entry, as before. 

❏ LAB ________________________ 

❏ Review Hardware Requirements (Procure): A compatible Android field tablet and a 
printer (printer is optional but suggested) are needed to work the SampleServe field 
application. This equipment can be ordered directly from a third-party supplier via the 
SampleServe website here. Lease options are also available through SampleServe, you 
can learn more here.  

❏ Printer _____ 
❏ Tablet _____ 

❏ Select Project Sampling Date(s):  Because the platform is a full-service system, in order 
to fully evaluate the system sampling will have to be scheduled. It’s best to schedule 
sampling relatively soon after completing the training so that methods and techniques 
learned in the training remain fresh. 

❏ Sampling Start Date __________ 

❏  Workspace(s) Discussion: Discuss workspace functionality and decide on basic needs 
and set-up. Workspaces can be set up by office location, client group, or any number of 
combinations. 

❏ Work Spaces __________ 

❏ Setup Workspace(s): Setup workspace(s) for the trial projects. You can find information 
on how to set up a new workspace here. 

❏ Workspaces  ___________ 

❏ User Access Discussion: Discuss types of users’ privileges of each type. Discuss the 
access of each user depending on the level within a workspace or project the user was 
invited to. Discuss “owner” user. 

❏ Owner _________________ 
❏ Admin(s) _______________ 
❏ Tech(s) ________________ 
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STEP 2- Create Digital Interface (30-Mins) Date:    /   /   Time:        . 
In this session, the goal is to create a digital interface for users. We will create user accounts, 
workspaces, discuss possible variations for workspaces, and how projects might be grouped.  
We will also set-up the mobile device and install the field app and pair the printer if needed.  
 

❏ Add Users: Add users to the various workspaces. You can find information on how to 
add new users to a workspace or a project here. 

❏ Users ___________ 

❏ Load Field Application: Our supplied tablets come preloaded with SampleServe's mobile 
field application. If a tablet was procured otherwise, a quick search for “SampleServe” in 
the Google Play Store will locate the Field Application. 

❏ Tablet ____________ 

❏ Pair Printer: If you purchased a printer Tablet combination, our supplied tablet/printers 
come pre-paired and loaded with SampleServe's mobile field application. If a printer was 
procured otherwise, we will coach you on pairing the printer to your tablet. You can also 
find that information here. 

❏ Printers ____________ 
 
 
STEP 3- Project Setup (30-45 Mins)Date:    /   /   Time:        . 
In this session, the goal is to create individual projects. The primary objective is to get all the 
historical information loaded into the project. Information like sample locations, well construction 
details, historical field data, historical lab data, site maps, and other images like cross-sections, 
etc.. Then we will locate the sample locations/monitoring wells on each of those maps and 
images. 
 

❏ Start New Project: Enter the basic site information (name of the project, address, etc..) 
about the project. You can also find how to start a new project here. 

❏ Number of Projects _________ 

❏ Enter or Upload Sample Locations/Well Data: Either bulk upload sample location/well 
construction data or enter them individually one at a time. You can also find how to 
upload sample location/well construction information here. 

❏ Individual Locations 
❏ Bulk Upload 

❏ Upload Sample Location Photos (optional):  Upload historical sample/well location 
photo’s if you have any.  You can also find how to upload sample location well photos 
here. 
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❏ Historical Photo Upload 

❏ Add Maps and/or Images to Your Project: Upload base maps, cross-section images, 
aerial photographs, and other types of graphics that you want to present and/or map 
your sampling data on. You can also find how to upload base graphics and maps here. 

❏ Locate Sample Locations on your Maps and Images: We will help you locate your maps 
and images and how to label the sample location image icon on each map or image. 
You can also find how to locate sample locations on a map or image here. 

❏ Generating a satellite map from GPS locations: If you don’t have a base map, we will go 
over how to generate a satellite map/image from sample location GPS coordinates. You 
can also find how to generate satellite maps here. 

❏ Upload Historical Lab Data: If you have historical lab data for your project, we will go 
over how to upload all your historical lab data in one motion. You can also find how to 
upload historical lab data here. 

❏ Upload Historical Field Data: If you have historical field data for your project, we will go 
over how to upload all your historical field data in one motion. You can also find how to 
upload historical field data here. 

❏ Selecting or Adding Your Lab: If you have a preferred lab already selected, we will show 
you how to select your lab or add your lab if they are not already added.  You can also 
find how to select or add your lab here. 

 
 
STEP 4- Create Work Scope (30-Mins)Date:    /   /   Time:        . 
In this session, the goal is to create and schedule future work to be completed. Commonly 
called a “work scope”.  You will learn how to schedule a field event and pull the analytical 
parameters (tests) directly from the laboratory interface. You’ll learn how to add those 
parameters to each sample location, and how to change sample methods, mark as “water level 
only”, how to replicate a work scope for easy future scheduling, and how to confirm sample 
bottle orders and enter lab billing information. You will also learn how to create and utilize 
custom field data collection forms. 
 

❏ Scheduling a Sampling Event: Here we will teach you how to schedule a sampling event 
or a number of events in the future. You’ll learn how to quickly copy a past event and 
create a new event with similar work scope.  You can learn how to schedule a sampling 
event here. 

❏ Choosing Your Analytical Parameters: Here we will teach you about selecting your 
Analytical Parameters from your selected lab’s analytical menu and selecting 
parameters for each sample location including the selection of your QA/QC parameters, 
locations, and quantities. You can learn how to select analytical parameters here. 
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❏ Confirming Bottle Order/Lab Billing Info: Here we will teach you about viewing bottle 
orders, sending bottle orders, and filling out lab contact, P.O., and any needed billing 
information for the laboratory. You can learn how to select analytical parameters here. 

❏ Creating and/or Selecting a Customized Data Collection Form(s): Here you will learn 
how to create a custom data collection form and how to add the completion of the 
custom collection form to the work scope and how to select specific sample locations for 
the form. 

❏ Saving Your Work Scope and Confirming Field Tech Invitation to Project: You will learn 
how to save the work scope you just created and also how to confirm your selected Field 
Technician has been invited to the project. If your field tech has not been invited to the 
project, they will not see the work scope on their mobile device. You can learn how to 
add a field tech to your project here. 

 
STEP 5-Data/Sample Collection (30-45 Mins)Date:   /  /  Time:        . 
In this session, the goal is to teach you how to use the field app. You’ll learn how to synchronize 
the device and download your specific field event work scope. You’ll learn how to sort sample 
locations and find your location quickly and efficiently. We’ll teach you how to collect the data 
and print sample labels in the field along with custodies seals. You’ll also learn how to send and 
share the digital chain-of-custody or print to paper if needed. In addition, you’ll learn how to work 
with multiple people in the field and share up-to-date information with others in the field. 
 

❏ Downloading Works Scopes to Your Device: We will teach you how to download your 
work scope to your device so that you can work offline if needed. You will also learn 
about sorting sampling locations from clean to dirty or alpha-numerically and how to use 
the device to navigate to a sample location. You can also learn more about downloading 
Work scopes to Your Device here. 

❏ Edit Sample Locations and Mark as “Compromised” if Needed: We will teach you how to 
edit and update a sample location if it has been entered incorrectly and also how to mark 
and document the sample location as “compromised” if for some reason you are unable 
to sample it. You can also learn more about marking Sample Locations as Compromised 
here. 

❏ Adding a New Sample Location if Needed: Sometimes you need to add a new sample 
location on the fly or maybe it’s a new project and all sample locations are new. We will 
teach you how that works. You can also learn more about Adding a New Sample 
Location here. 

❏ Taking a Sample Location Photograph: This is actually pretty straightforward. How to 
take photos of your sample location. You can also learn more about Taking Sample 
Location Photos here. 
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❏ Collect Field Data and Samples: There are several types of sample methods We will 
overview the various ways and then go into more detail on entering data and navigating 
the various screens and data entry pages. You can also learn more about Collecting 
Field Data here. 

❏ Low Flow Groundwater Sampling Data Entry Process: We will show you how to operate 
and navigate the low flow sampling calculator that is built into the application. You can 
also learn more about the Low Flow Calculator here. 

❏ Signature, Selfie and Alias Sample ID, Signing and Printing Sample Labels: We will go 
over how the sample collection documentation including the patent digital chain-of-
custody process works with its signature, selfie, date/time stamp, and GPS location 
work. We will also show the optional ability to re-name your sample with an alternate 
”alias” name (while maintaining the original sample location identity) and how to print 
and reprint (if necessary) sample bottle labels. We will also show you how to apply our 
unique three-part labels with QR codes. You can also learn more about generating 
Sample Authentication and Printing Labels here and creating an alias for sample 
location here. 

❏ Digital Chain-Of-Custody (or paper COC if needed): We will teach you how to complete 
and send the digital chain-of-custody and, if needed, print a paper chain-of-custody for 
use with non-participating labs. We will also show you how to pre-print a paper chain of 
custody that is mostly completed (minus name, date, and time) so that it, again, can be 
used for non-participating labs. You can also learn more about generating a Digital 
Chain-Of-Custody here and here. 

❏ Printing the Custody Seal: The SampleServe has a unique feature in that it prints a 
custody seal with the project information on it and the correct number of coolers involved 
with the shipment being sent to the laboratory. You can also learn more about 
generating a Custody Seal here. 

❏ Sharing the D-COC, Field Data, and Custom Form Information: The collected field data 
and the D-COC are immediately shareable from the mobile device as both a CSV and as 
a PDF. We will demonstrate how that is done. You can also learn more about generating 
and sharing our D-COC, Field Data, and Custom Forms here and here. 

 
STEP 6- Reporting & Graphics (30-Mins)Date:    /   /   Time:        . 
In this session, the goal is to teach you how to create detailed and informative custom graphics 
quickly and efficiently. We’ll teach you how to create all the various graphics listed below and 
how to save each setting so that when you come back to the site at a later date, your settings 
are saved and graphics can be completed even faster. 
 

❏ Data Box Maps: You will learn how to create and customize your unlimited number and 
variations of data box maps. Customized with the chemicals you want, the dates you 
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want, the locations you want, all compared to the clean-up criteria you want, including 
site-specific criteria you may have developed for your project. You can also find how to 
generate Data Box Maps here. 

❏ Flow Contours: Groundwater contours have never been developed faster and with more 
ease. We will show you how to create different maps for different needs and/or aquifers 
and how to turn data points off and on, how to save your settings, and how to change 
contour intervals for you specific data story you are trying to tell. You can also find how 
to generate Groundwater Flow Contours here. 

❏ Iso-chemical Contours: Iso-chemical is also developed quickly and easily. Again, we will 
show you how to create different maps for different needs, different chemicals, and 
different spills/plumes if needed. We will show you how to turn data points off and on, 
how to save your settings, and how to change contour intervals for the iso-chemical 
story you are trying to tell. You can also find how to generate Iso-chemical Contours 
here. 

❏ Free Product Contours: Free product thickness contours can also be contoured simply 
and easily. Again, turn data points off and on and save your settings so that future 
reports can be completed even quicker. LNAPL or DNAPL product plumes, they can 
both be done quickly and easily. You can also find how to generate Free Product 
Thickness Contours here. 

❏ Analytical Graphs: You will learn how to graph your analytical data quickly and simply in 
seconds. Pick your locations, pick your chemicals, pick your dates, then generate your 
graphs in seconds. You can also find how to generate Analytical Data Graphs here. 

❏ Elevation Graphs: You will learn how to graph your groundwater elevations relative to 
the monitoring well-screened interval. This is useful when looking for DNAPL relative to 
the screened interval. This visual shows you proper placement for your specific purpose. 
You can also find how to generate Elevation Data Graphs here. 

❏  Combination Graphs: This graph is particularly useful when graphing groundwater 
elevation and contaminant concentration on the same graph. Correlation of groundwater 
elevation to contaminant levels helps visualize and analyze possible causes and effects 
of contaminant fluctuation. You can also find how to generate Combination Data Graphs 
here. 

❏ Field Data Graphs: You will learn how to graph your field data quickly and simply in 
seconds. Pick your locations, pick your parameters, pick your dates, then generate your 
graphs in seconds. You can also find how to generate Field Data Graphs here. 

❏ Analytical Data Tables:  Customized with the chemicals you want, the dates you want, 
the locations you want, all compared to up to 3 different clean-up criteria you want, 
including site-specific criteria you may have developed for your project. You can also 
find how to generate Lab Data tables here. 
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❏ Field Data Tables: Customized with the field parameters you want to see and the dates 
and locations you want quickly and simply. You can also find how to generate Field Data 
tables here. 

❏ Combining PDF Files into One File: We will teach you how to combine all your separate 
graphics into one large PDF for export.   

❏ Raw Data Download: Whether it’s for your own record-keeping and back-up, or you want 
to export data into another software platform for some other purpose, we will show you 
how you can download all your raw data for your entire project anytime you want to. You 
can also find how to Download All Your Raw Data here. 

❏ Download Base Maps: Sometimes you just want a paper base map in your hand. We will 
show you how to download and print any project map, anytime you want. You can also 
find how to Download All Maps here.  


